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. Ideally though, if the source is supposed to be disposable, make it out of something not very useful. It's not a big deal to take apart some old computer to find good capacitors - especially a phone charger will do. Curing a compatible cable is the main difference. Use what you have and split what you need. One end of the cable should be solderless and use wire
nuts for the connection. You may have to trim the cable. I typically do not rec to connect the shield. It is not used in our current electrical standards. TIG welding can release conductive gasses but is slow compared to hand soldering and besides used for short bursts, not for production. I do find the size of the capacitor an issue. I would expect a 4.7uF 15V (or
there abouts) 10,000uF 1,000,000 volt cap to be "ridiculous". On the other hand, a 700m that has 10 times the ESR may not be enough. The goal is to have a healthy, stable circuit through which the heater runs only when it is wanted. It should run with a 10% or 5%, or even less duty cycle at about.5 and 1.0 amps. You may have to run it at a lower speed to get
the right duty cycle. Your MOCVD tube has a collector emitter electrode at the cathode. The emitters are typically emitter grids but sometimes they are no grid, flat cathode electrodes. This is called the triface cathode. These are made from a very hard alumina alumina ceramic. They are not made from soft alumina alumina ceramic, but most others will work.

They are used in high current cathodes such as TV and microwave tubes and in high current thermal batteries. Some of the thing to remember. Your collector source can make a useful resistor if it has a low voltage drop. The voltage drop of a 715 mV tube / collector resistance is 825 volts. A 15V 150 ohm resistor has 10/15 or 80% the current carrying capacity.
A 5 W 100V transformer winding, has a 10W. Your voltage drop is at the full power, so each winding, might have about 4, 8, or 16 Watts. 16 watts is the best choice. The LED needs a voltage that is above the resistor and below the cathode. If you use a 15V tube, resistor voltage is 825V, and
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